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Libor stress gauge hits post-Lehman high as Fed drains liquidity

By  Ambrose Evans-Pritchard 

19 MARCH 2018 • 6:58PM

Citigroup evokes memories of the 2007-2008 seizure the short-term funding markets. North Rock was the first big victim   CREDIT: WILL WINTERCROSS/BLOOMBERG NEWS
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Akey stress gauge of global credit has surged to levels not seen since the financial crisis in 2009, prompting worries that US monetary

tightening has begun to bite in earnest.

The closely-watched "Libor-OIS spread" in dollar funding markets has doubled since January

(https://www.telegraph.co.uk/business/2018/02/28/libor-surge-nearing-danger-level-debt-drenched-world/) to 51.4 basis points, higher than during the

eurozone sovereign debt drama six years ago.

As US companies repatriate some of their offshore $2.5 trillion (£1.8 trillion) stash of funds following Donald Trump’s tax reform

(https://www.telegraph.co.uk/opinion/2017/12/02/donald-trumps-radical-tax-reforms-exactly-uk-needs/), they are draining the pool of dollars available for

global lending in the City or Asian hubs. This turns down the spigot of dollar credit that lubricates international finance and funds

emerging markets.

Matt King, credit strategist at Citigroup, said the Libor-OIS spike has so far been benign but it threatens to become more painful over

coming months. The latest moves have “awakened unwelcome memories of 2007-2008”.

That gruesome episode a decade ago caused offshore dollar funding markets to seize up, leading to a desperate scramble by debtors to roll

over three-months loans. The chain-reaction almost brought down the European banking system. Emergency dollar swap lines from the

Fed averted catastrophe.

The Libor-OIS spread measures the extra cost that banks charge each other for short-term "unsecured" dollar loans on the London

interbank market.  It serves as a health check on global lending.

In parallel, the underlying three-month Libor rate has itself jumped by 50 basis points this year to a ten-year high of 2.2pc as the US

Federal Reserve steps up the pace of rate rises. (https://www.telegraph.co.uk/business/2018/03/17/powell-set-hike-first-fed-meeting-analysts-fear-economy-

overheating/) This is sending powerful waves through international finance.

A nexus of worldwide contracts are priced off Libor (London Interbank Offered Rate), as well as a third of all US business loans. The Bank

for International Settlements says a rise in Libor rates resets borrowing costs on $5 trillion of global dollar bank loans in “short order”.
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FAQ | Benchmarks

What is Libor?
Libor, the London inter-bank offered rate, is an interest rate benchmark which seeks to
track the average price at which one major bank can borrow from another. This
benchmark gives an indication of the price of debt in the market each day, and can be
used in contracts to calculate the interest rate paid on other loans, such as mortgages.
Traditionally Libor was set by banks sending in their submission to the British Bankers'
Association every morning - but the system was open to abuse, as traders had the freedom
to submit a figure which benefited their own trading books, rather than accurately
reflecting market interest rates.

What about foreign exchanges?
Foreign exchange benchmarks are used to give investors and companies an indication of
the price at which they can buy and sell foreign currency. But again the benchmarks
proved open to manipulation as bank traders found they could collude with their
counterparts in other banks to place large orders together to move prices in the market
and so create additional profits on their trades.

There are many moving parts in the complex Libor system and it can give false signals. A surge of T-bill issuance by the US Treasury

following the debt-limit deal in February has distorted the picture. There is no sign so far of banks distress, or strain in sterling and euro

funding markets.

Yet the matters may be worse than they look since seasonal tax refunds by the Treasury have disguised a contractionary squeeze

underway as the Fed drains liquidity. The Fed’s balance sheet is shrinking by $20bn a month. This will rise to $30bn in April and $50bn in

September, hitting just as the European Central Bank’s bond purchase scheme expires.

Citigroup said the excess reserves of the US banking system have been falling in lockstep. It warned that a lending squeeze over coming

months may threaten the global ‘carry trade’ and force investors to close positions.

“It contributes to our bearishness on credit markets as a whole, and conviction that central banks’ carefully stage-managed exit from

extreme stimulus is liable to lead to a sharper tightening of financial conditions than they have been anticipating,” said Mr King.

“This has the potential to blow up but it would take a stronger dollar,” said Marc Ostwald from ADM. “So far that is not happening because

foreign investors are looking at the US twin deficits and Trump in the White House, and they don’t like what they see.”

The mood in the currency markets may soon change. The Libor-OIS spread has been a reliable predictor of dollar moves three months

ahead. Technical analysts say the dollar index (DXY) is coiled like a spring after forming a base on its long-term trendline near 90.
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Raoul Pal from Global Macro Investor said we may be on the cusp of a “face-ripping dollar rally”. If so, this risks a violent dollar shortage,

shaking the worldwide edifice of asset prices. Data from the BIS shows that offshore dollar debt – both directly and in derivative contracts

– has ballooned to $25 trillion, turbo-charged leakage from years of Fed stimulus.

The unprecedented dollar debt (https://www.telegraph.co.uk/business/2017/09/17/bis-discovers-14-trillion-dollar-debt-offshore-hidden-footnotes/)renders the

world financial system more sensitive than ever before to moves in the US dollar and to moves in dollar funding costs. The new regime has

yet to be tested by a tightening cycle. Nobody knows where the pain threshold lies.
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